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Sheppard’s day on Bistra

Celebrating sheep
and goat breeders day

I

n Gallichnik and on Bistra the
past always meets the present
on the week-end before July 12,
“Petrovden”( St. Peter’s Day).The
many visitors to the mountain’s
natural beauties, were directly
in a position to sense the spirit of the
Macedonian people built into the customs of the Gallichnik Wedding and
the celebration of the Sheep and Goat
Breeders Day.
On Suturday morning, at the sheepfold
of “Vardar -03” from Gradsko, located

on Bistra, at Smrdlivi Virovi
(Smelly Puddles),
just a few kilometers before Gallichnik, stockbreeders from all over
Macedonia, guests
from neighboring
countries, as well
as a big number of
nature loving visitors gathered for
this magnificent
celebration, each
year becoming more popular.
The manifestation
fulfilled its basic
objective: the promotion of sheep
and goat breeding, which is rapidly developing and increasing in recent
years, whose products are on the third
place of Macedonia’s agricultural exports, with a goal to reach the traditional levels of the past. During the
celebration the breeders had the opportunity to compete each other in sheep
milking and sheep shearing contests.
They also organized traditional wrestling,
exhibition of ship and goat collections,
as well as an exhibition of the famous
Sheppard’s dogs (Sharplaninec).
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The celebration was accompanied by
an impressive performance of Macedonian and Albanian folk songs and
dances.
From the early morning, a traditional
Sheppard’s meal, beans with “pastrma”
(dry ship’s meat) and “kachamak”(polenta) was prepared for the visitors.
This year besides the famous white
cheese and “kashkaval”(yellow cheese)
they were also offered the fine “Stoby”
wine produced at Gradsko, to accompany the good food. The tradition of
the interconnection of the people of the
Povardarie region with the Gallichnik
people is centuries long. The Sheppards
and the ships from Bistra always pass
the winter along Vardar valley, near
Negotino, Kavadarci, Gradsko …, exchanging their famous dairy products
for the splendid wine produced in the
valley, which they much appreciate
and enjoy during the summer, especially while celebrating their traditional Gallichnik Weddings.

